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Survivorship life insurance, or second to die coverage, is a very common and powerful tool we use with affluent families 

in order to accomplish the following key objectives: 

 

● Leverage annual gift exclusions on a tax free basis for their children and/or grandchildren. 

● Provide tax free pool of funds to pay future estate tax liability.  

● Protect core capital and ensure an inheritance outside of their taxable investment accounts. 

 

Due to the tax free treatment life insurance proceeds, the predictable stream of future cash flows offer the same comfort as 

a fixed income instrument with a potentially more attractive yield than a traditional fixed income investment. 

 

 

 

Here’s an example of a policy we recently placed on a 65-year-old male and 64-year-old female with a net worth of 

approximately $30,000,000. The purpose of the coverage was to leverage their current assets and provide liquidity for 

estate tax purposes.   

 

 

Here are the details of a survivorship policy  

that was purchased: 

 

● Guaranteed premiums of $47,934 for 10 years 

● Guaranteed death benefit of $2,000,000 

● A net IRR of 7.48% at his age 89 and her age 88 

● A net IRR of 5.71% at his age 95 and her age 94 

● A net IRR of 4.76% at his age 100 and her age 99 

● This policy included a "put option" rider in the  

15th year that guarantees a full return of premiums  

paid if the couple decides to exit the contract. 

 

 

This couple ultimately purchased a total of $7,000,000 of coverage through three different carriers to diversify carrier risk. 

The true selling point for them was the "good math" in the survivorship contract.  They recognized the strong internal 

rate of return as well as the ability to create additional liquidity needed for estate taxes. 

 

In summary, a well-designed survivorship portfolio can become a powerful part of a client’s legacy plan as a part of their 

fixed income portfolio. It provides tremendous leverage and a powerful rate of return.  It also provides the liquidity 

necessary to help a client maximize wealth transfer to heirs. 

 

Please call us anytime at 515-393-2049 to discuss a customized survivorship portfolio for your client.  
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